
                                                                                                    3508 Indiana Ave 
                                                                                                March 1 1885 
My Dear Dear Little Girl 
      I think I can get an hour for my letter.  It is now 3 P.M. & there has been no decent 
chance.  I wrote before breakfast a letter but I was cut off by that ceremony & after breakfast 
went out & have only just gotten back from dinner and shall did not get a moment before 
dinner as we were out all the time.  The folks are reading in this room so I think I can write 
without committing any great violation of social decorum.  I didn’t save what I wrote this 
morning but it was not much.  I hadnt yet gotten down to business __  As for Tann.  O Darling I 
can’t tell you any thing about it.  It is too great to be put on paper at all in the limits of a letter 
even in one of our letters.  I had a very poor seat[,] sky parlor away against the wall about 20 
rows back[,] & I knew that this wouldn’t be any good so I left and went to the box office during 
the overture and found an empty orchestra chair way up front so I paid the difference and took 
that & O I can’t tell you how much better it was.  I thus lost part of the overture & regretted 
that very much for I wanted to hear it all but it couldn’t be helped as I hadn’t gotten back from 
Evanston in time to allow me any margin at all.  The orchestra was very fine as you know but 
the overture didn’t sound any better than I have heard it before except that I enjoy it better 
every time I hear it.  I was sorry to lose it but well paid for the enjoyment of the whole thing 
was so very much heightened.  The scenery was not effective any where in the thing.  It was 
poor throughout but the company was super grand.  I was wild when I came away & am yet and 
in particular did I rave over some portion of the opera.  I don’t blame Jule for crying & during 
the scene where Eliz. is praying for Tann’s success I felt myself  “all kin’o’ trembly round the lips 
& teary round the lashes” like Huldy in “The Courtin’.”  But of that later.  The first scene was not 
especially effective.  A ballet of only eight girls danced and the gauze veil was so wrinkled that it 
showed plainly & the scene thro’ out failed utterly to convey to one any idea of the purely 
sensual temptations of the court of Venus.  It seemed like a feeble imitation only.  Venus was 
impersonated by Slack & her voice was very pretty indeed[,] very pretty[,] & I liked her very 
well.  Of course Schott was good & if he has deteriorated as badly as the critics claim he must 
have been fine in his palmy days__  But in this scene he was nowhere to what he was later on.  
At the end of the scene the change was not a complete illusion and the valley while good 
enough was stagy.  But the surroundings were nothing for the thing would have stirred me 
thoroughly if there had been no scenery at all_  In the second scene or really third scene, 
(Monday Evg.  I was interrupted here by H. who wanted to go out & see the Boulevard and this 
is my final chance since) Stern sang  that pretty shepherdesses part.  It is so very pretty and I 
always used to admire it so much in my score tho I had no notion of its actual place in the piece.  
Then came the Pilgrims Chorus[,] faint then louder as they passed along on their journey to 
Rome till finally they came on the stage & there sang that wonderful thing.  I do not suppose 
the theme of that was original with Wagner tho it may have been.  It sounds like the burden of 
some of those German chants that have been in use in the churches for centuries.  But it is 
lovely.  I think Darling that Wagners music must stir any one where it condescends to be at all 
within the comprehension of the ordinary mortal.  Some of the movements seem to lift me up 
& float me way above my ordinary self on some higher level.  This is one of those.  Where Tann 
Sings ach schwer drückt mich etc thro that chromatic portion & then the pilgrims in the 
distance take up the other portion In demut sühn” ich etc the contrast in sense and the contrast 



in sound were splendid.  Skipping then to the fourth scene of the II act.  The scenery here was 
nothing but that wonderful chorus.  O Effie Love that chorus always goes through & through me 
and when all those voices lifted the sound & flung it over me I was overwhelmed utterly.  I cant 
compare it with any thing unless it is the great billows on an exposed ocean shore that sweep 
over & over one boiling about him[,] filling his ears & lifting him wholly off his feet__  There is 
something in this even on a piano but with the full orchestra and a strong chorus O I can’t 
think[,] let alone write[,] exalted is a feeble word for it, and that passage of Tann “Dir Göttin der 
Liebe” etc.  O it was like heaven.  Talk about melody.  If Tann. isn’t melodious as well as lots 
more then I fail to understand melody_  Well Darling I thought that I was enjoying the thing 
pretty well and so I was but the most stirring part had not yet come, for the dreadful sadness of 
Eliz when Tann. had not returned with the pilgrims (Act III, Sc. l. Er kerhet nicht zurück etc_)  
She Materna was kneeling[,] embracing the cross and poured forth that wonderful thing.  I 
never got so broken up in my life & I did come very near actually disgracing myself.  The melody 
there[,] you remember it G flat  [Here he included a part of the score & noted that there are 
five flats] has always seemed to me the most touching thing but O Effie as Materna sang it it 
seemed as tho her very heart was being wrung out.  It has seemed to me Darling since I knew 
your love that stories[,] tales of love[,] had lost their power.  They seem now tame & 
meaningless & I have lost all interest in love stories tho I used to like them but O Darling this 
seemed like the real thing as I have come to know it_  Materna is doubtless at her best in heroic 
passages but she did not lack feeling here_  Wolfram who has stood on one side during Eliz. 
agony now sings that wonderful thing of his[,] the key changing suddenly into G_  O that 
passage & the orchestra were wonderful too & especially so where at the end of his solo 
passage the theme is taken over again by the cellos__  But this place wasn’t of course any thing 
in emotional significance as compared with the passage where Materna sent up her 
supplication.  Then followed Tann’s returnal & his long narrative of his journey.  This was highly 
dramatic in parts as for instance when the pope proclaims that he cant be saved & he sinks in 
despair & then awakes at the holy song again of the pilgrims as they return home, and the 
return of old sensual temptation as represented by Venus & the utter pointlessness in the end 
of these & the final triumph of good_ 
      Almost all the music was familiar to me & I was glad you had not sent the libretto.  I 
tho’t of sending for it but thot that possibly you might like to keep it to use now & then and I 
really can use it but very little & shouldn’t have taken it to chic. if I had had it.  I know it as a 
whole far better than Lohengrin which latter I can’t do much with with the piano. 
       To me Tann was the finest thing in this line of art I have ever heard.  Salvini’s Lear was 
the finest dramatic performance I ever saw.  This is the finest music drama I ever saw & heard.  
La Damnation is the finest symphonic piece I ever heard.  I can conceive of ways in which the 
effect might have been improved in the Tann I heard & I have indicated some of these but I do 
not know enough to imagine any thing better than the orchestra & the company_  To me the 
piece has more than any opera I ever heard except Lohengrin[,] a profound moral meaning that 
transcends even its mere musical beauty and makes it like some great Epic or like the idealizing 
of the facts of human experience & their embodiment in living form[,] their incarnation in 
human form & stirring up human action.  Darling if there is any thing that redeems man from 
barbarism[,] from pure savagism & raises him to a higher more civilized place[,] it is the pure 
love of woman_  It is universally observed that the mental & moral condition of a people can be 



gauged by the place woman holds there.  It was the great glory of christianity and the cause of 
its so great influence in raising man mentally & morally and also physically that it substituted 
for the polygamy of the heathen & even the jewish civilizations a monogamy & the central 
notion of it was that woman was not the slave but the equal of man & that her love could raise 
& elevate him out of himself & into a far truer & nobler manhood.  And this is the central idea 
of Tannhäuser & in spite of the purely selfish measure of the servitude of Venus Tann had the 
feeling of the higher nobler love & thus triumphed and Tann is saved at last through his love for 
Elizabeth.  How far is this as the guiding principal of a great work of art or the motive of the 
ordinary operas like Rossinis & Verdis.   Some of them where some silly[,] every day[,] 
commonplace love story is underlaid by no such profound truth as this.  Wagner later in his 
operas was guided by this same principle into regions where it is hard to follow him but in both 
Lohengrin & Tann he has not gone beyond the understanding of the layman & I can here 
understand him _  The love story of Tann is beautiful beautiful & it is told so tenderly with how 
few touches & yet how vividly does Elizabeth’s feeling stand out[,] her grief & her love in one 
monologue of the most stirring song _ but the love story is only symbolic & we approve it 
because it so matches individual experience.  O Effie you & she[,] you women have all power.  It 
is true that you are what the men make of you in one sense & yet not so wholly for when 
woman is her real self she is higher than man & draws him up toward her where like Venus she 
only administers to his senses.  She pulls or keeps him down but where like Elizabeth her pure 
spirit is revealed to him & he learns to love he is lifted out of himself & ennobled & exalted by 
the revelation that comes to him from the divine thing[,] a true pure womans soul.  I think that 
this idea is under the surface & yet not so far under either & that Wagner had it in mind as the 
real motive of the Tannh _ & O Darling that could never have been known to me as it is 
understood now _  I do not mean that I was ever utterly selfish & sensual as Tann or that I am 
now saintly but I have undergone a great change within a year & since it matched so my own 
experience perhaps for that very reason the piece appealed so strongly to me.  Now I must stop 
for I must write home tonight & I want to go to bed early__ & catch up my sleep__  Dearest you 
wrote again about your letter as tho you feared I did not quite understand the part about my 
attitude on the money question.  I don’t think you think me wasteful or careless of money & I 
do think you think I affect a disdain for it_  The latter is not so.  I do not at all disdain money but 
I do not believe in ever letting the acquisition of money as the pure end in view become to any 
extent a passion.  I cannot feel as sorry for Cousin Gus as tho he had failed for $50,000 dollars 
and if we do lose money I hate to have people worry over its loss for surely God will take care 
of us.  I do believe this firmly & I have come up to the black wall twice now[,] once when I 
finished at college & again last spring & there has seemed no way to turn & no opening ahead 
but in his own time he has shown me a way & shall I not thank & trust him?  It is not that I do 
not like money & the pleasure it brings_  It galls me dreadfully no[t] to dress in the finest cloths 
& to have my clothes fit perfectly.  I dont want them showy but I want them rich.  It is not a 
natural but an assumed indifference.  It used to gall me no little in Baltimore to wear the same 
suit so long even tho it was clean.  I do care for money as much as any one & I don’t deny that 
but I think far more of content when I am doing my best & that is why I wrote as I did.  You 
must not think I disdain money or am one of those individuals who hat heart have a supreme 
indifference to their fellow creatures.  I am not so unfortunately but when I do my best I wont 
worry because I havent got more nor had I ever felt like giving up my pleasant work which can 



never be remunerative for [ill.] & worry to make money__  I can’t admire that character.  I 
suppose I have had too many examples of the money getting fever in my own family & that has 
set me against it.  Uncle Watson & Uncle Jim havent spoken to one another for years & the 
whole family has been shivered to pieces by the storms over money quarrels[,] brother & sister 
at war over a few thousand dollars_  Papa has lost enough to float me several times over just to 
keep the peace & I am a good deal like him.  I don’t want you to ever want for anything & 
Darling you have made me keep quiet about it so often that I daren’t open my mouth but I 
must now.  I have gotten over the subject tho it no longer worries me.  It was no easy matter 
for me to offer you my love when there was nothing to back me up but love.  I realized that it 
was the only noble way for true love most transcend any money considerations & yet I was 
ignoble enough to feel a great hesitancy & only spoke when I had to whereas I might have 
spoken sooner had I been differently situated.  I felt that it would gall me beyond endurance 
should you ever feel that the simple pleasures of our life were not enough & it would gall me 
beyond endurance but now I know your heart & your love better than I did then_  So I don’t 
any longer feel as I used to because we shall have little compared with the plenty & luxury that 
so many of your friends have__  And the fact that you can feel so shows me a great deal of the 
character of your love & that I was not really worthy of it since I thought of you as I did when I 
ever hesitated to tell you my love because of my debts & dark prospects.  The idea of ever 
having any one to share them seemed a sort of poetic impossibility__  But I will stop.  I must 
stop.  Good night my own Darling.  Don’t accuse me falsely any more. You will understand me 
better when we can talk this out & then I will tell you at the same time how I can get so much 
pleasure on small capital for it is a great secret & I don’t dare entrust it through the mails_ 
Goodbye with a thousand thots of love & the tenderest fondest wish for your happiness & 
health & with a kiss for my darling from her own loving 
                     Harry 
 
Excuse the paper I sent yesterday.  H[itchcock]. had this in his room & I had to shift along as 
best I could or not write.  I did not know that they would change my room & the[y] did not put 
the paper in the changed room_  I am not done yet with Chicago but will send this along & the 
other will follow in due time.  Another farewell my own from your 

Harry 
 
 


